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ASSIST INSPECIION - TURKEY POINT 3 - DOCKET UO. 50-250 _~j_
w--

The enclosed report contains information about repnirs to the dome of .-

Unit No. 3 obtained during an assist inspection of this facility on ?_-
January 13 and 14 l971. This inspection was conducted at the request T
of C. Long of DPJr j ~7

.

$
The Norch-South neridional construction joint uns examined where exposed f
on the donc and no voids, cracks or poor bonding to the expanded netal T
vas observed. Soac cores taken along the joint were exa-ined and it 2
was not possible to detect any voids or poor construction. It van not d
possible to exanine the documentaticn of that portion of the concrete f
which has been rc.oved because it was being used at a recting with DRL g
and DRS in Bechtel's offices in Gaithersburg, Maryland.

_

Observations of the repair in progress indicate extensive damage to the [
tendon vires, tendon cheath.3, and reinforcing bars. This damage appears j
attributa' ale to improper cupervision of the people renoving concrete with ___
jack-haranra and the use of unproven cnd untried methods of removing 7
damaged sections of tendon sheathirq.

.

---

The licensce's exanination of the tendons, once the sheathing is cut neay ==

was at best superficial. To date none of the tendons have been renoved -

so that a detailed exanination of all wires could be conducted. In our
_

opinion, if the uires of cuch tendons are not renoved detection of all u

damaged uires is extremely difficult. Per tendann indicating penetration
_

of the jack-hsmer point into the wire bundle, ne recon .cnd removal of --

the tendon to assure detection of danaged wires. Each such uire should 7 =
cither be renoved or its use justified by an engineering disposition. -'
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Meno from C. Long to J. P. O'Reilly dated 1/8/71. -l
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W. Seidle -2- J.B 2 y, 9,;

Other itets of concern are the evaluation of the da aaged and cut rein-

forcing bars; repair or replacenent of the damaged and deforced tendon
sheaths; rencval of dchris uhich has been forced into the wire bundle;
proper cleaning to protect the tendons against corrosion and further
damage from entrapped debris and roisture.

On Januar'f 15, 1971 a briefing was conducted with DRL and DRS to discuss
the inspection findings.
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L. L. Eeratan
Senior Structural Engineer
Technical Support Branch
Division of Co=pliance
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